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We propose a neural network equalization delta-sigma modulation (DSM) technique. After performing DSM on the multi-
order quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signal at the transmitting
end, neural network equalizer technology is used in the digital signal processing at receiving end. Applying this technology
to a 4.6 kmW-band millimeter wave system, it is possible to achieve a 1 Gbaud 8192-QAM OFDM signal transmission. The data
rate reached 23.4 Gbit/s with the bit error rate at 3.8 × 10−2, lower than soft-decision forward-error correction threshold
(4 × 10−2).
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1. Introduction

The potential of millimeter wave (MMW) communication sys-
tems as a promising solution for future broadband wireless
access is widely acknowledged, given their ability to support
multi-Gbit/s services easily. Consequently, they are regarded
as a strong candidate for inclusion in upcoming 5G and ultra-
5G wireless networks. MMW technology provides better direc-
tionality and wider bandwidth than traditional microwave wire-
less systems, as evidenced by comparative analysis. MMW
communication systems have been the subject of numerous
studies and experimental demonstrations of their application
in 5G technology, as documented in the literature[1–4], espe-
cially, W-band (75–110 GHz), which is a high-frequency band
allocated for various applications including wireless communi-
cation, radar, and imaging systems.
Despite recent advancements in technology, the limited band-

width of electronic devices remains a bottleneck for further
increasing capacity. To tackle this challenge and enable multi-
Gbit/s MMW transmission, researchers have explored photon-
ics-assisted MMW technology with high-order quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) and generation[5–11]. Higher-
order QAM signal transmission requires higher signal-to-noise
ratios (SNRs) and higher digital-to-analog converter (DAC) res-
olution. Recently, in research based on network feedforward,
ultrahigh order QAM transmission has been achieved by replac-
ing the traditional common public radio interface (CPRI)

with delta-sigma modulation (DSM) technology, improving
spectral efficiency[12–16]. DSM technology can convert high-
order QAM signals to 1-bit signals for transmission, alleviating
some of the problems caused by ultrahigh-order QAM transmis-
sion[13–15]. The 1-bit quantized signals in QAM transmission are
equivalent to quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) signals,
providing a higher SNR tolerance. However, when the wireless
transmission distance is too long, it can decrease the system SNR
and system nonlinearity, including nonlinearity from wireless
channels and photoelectric devices, such as optical modulators
and electrical amplifiers (EAs). This, in turn, leads to contact
between signal constellation points, affecting the correct
judgment of the signal. Neural network equalizers (NNEs) that
can accurately represent and correct nonlinear effects are a
promising solution for nonlinear compensation (NLC)[17–21].
With data-aided training, NNEs can adaptively fit the signals’
time-delay nonlinearity using multilayer weight-controlled
accumulation of nonlinear activation functions, outperforming
traditional Volterra-series-based NLC.
In this Letter, we experimentally demonstrate 8192-QAM

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signal
transmission over a 4.6-km wireless distance atW-band, achiev-
ing a transmission rate of 1 Gbaudwith the aid of DSM andNNE
technologies. To our knowledge, this is the first time that 1
Gbaud 8192-QAMOFDM signal transmission has been demon-
strated over such a distance.
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2. Principle of DSM

First, offline MATLAB software generates pseudo-random
binary sequences (PRBSs) and then converts them into higher-
order QAM signals through QAM mapping. We use the
Mersenne twister algorithm (MT-19937) for generating PRBS
instead of traditional generation polynomial (e.g., PRBS-15).
In this way, PRBS with much higher quality than traditional
PRBS can be generated, which has a period of 219937 − 1 (around
6.95 × 1059 numbers, a lot more than 215 − 1 using PRBS-15),
alleviating the overestimation problem caused by NN models.
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) length is set to 1024, with
the position of the first subcarrier of the OFDM signal at 0
for DC bias. Among the remaining 1023 subcarriers, 980 subcar-
rier signals are used to load multi-order QAM signals, and the

remaining subcarriers are zeroed. We convert the signal in the
frequency domain to the time domain, add a cyclic prefix
with the length of 64 to the signal, and generate a frame of
OFDM signal. A frame of OFDM signal consists of 100
OFDM signals, which are oversampled 10 times. The same 1-
bit quantization is used for the real and imaginary parts of
the OFDM signal in the time domain, and the QPSK signal is
obtained for transmission. Before generating OOK signals, we
need to generate a transfer function, which is generated by invo-
cating the synthesizeChebyshevNTF function in MATLAB.
Invocate the synthesizeChebyshevNTF function as follows:
H = synthesizeChebyshevNTF (order, OSR, opt, H_inf, f0).
By running the above functions, we get the following transfer
functions:

H =
�z2 − 1.993z � 1��z2 − 1.95z � 1��z2 − 1.909z � 1�

�z2 − 1.594z � 0.6419��z2 − 1.641z � 0.7272��z2 − 1.758z � 0.8918� : �1�

Equation (1) shows the transfer function with an oversam-
pling ratio of 10 and 1-bit quantization. Figures 1(a) and 1(b)
show the zero points and pole points and the frequency response
of amplitude of the noise transfer function, respectively.
In order to generate QPSK signals, we also need to invocate

the simulateDSM in the DSM toolbox inMATLAB.We invocate
the simulateDSM function and input the OFDM signal
(u1 + i·u2) and transfer function H after oversampling. We
run the following function: v1 = simulateDSM (u1, H), v2 =
simulateDSM (u2, H). Then the QPSK signal v = complex
(v1, v2) to be transmitted in the channel is obtained.
After capturing the signals by digital OSC at the receiver, we

use offline digital signal processing (DSP) to recover the signals
further. We use neural network-based equalization to compen-
sate for the linear and nonlinear effects caused by the transmit-
ter, receiver, and wireless channel. The structure of the proposed
NNE is shown in Fig. 2.

X = fx1, x2, : : : , x2 tg, si = x2i−1 � x2i · 1j: (2)

After normalization and I/Q separation, the signal in the win-
dow is then sent to the input layer of the neural network. The
data are then passed into the hidden layers to realize nonlinear
compensation. The hidden layers are different weighted matri-
cesW1 andW2 sized 2t ×m and t × n, respectively. Each of the
hidden layers can be regarded as linear fitting, and the output
can be written as

Hout = Hin · W � b: �3�

Here, b is the bias. The output of each hidden layer is non-
linearized using the nonlinear activation function, and the mul-
tilayer weight-controlled accumulation of nonlinear activation

Fig. 1. Noise transfer function. (a) Zero points and pole points; (b) frequency
response of amplitude.
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functions makes NNE able to fit the nonlinear channel response.
We used ReLu�·� =max�· , 0� as the activation function.
Finally, the data are passed through the output layer,

a weighted matrix W3 shaped n × 2. The output 2 neurons
Ŷ = � ŷ1, ŷ2� refer to the I/Q parts of the equalized signal. The
whole forward propagation progress can be expressed as

Y = ReLu�ReLu�ReLu�X · W1 � b1� · W2 � b2� · W3 � b3:

�4�

To optimize the NNE’s weights and biases, synced original
signalY is used to train the NNE. By using themean square error
(MSE) loss function as follows, the weights are optimized by
backpropagation of the neural network:

MSE =
X

�Y − Ŷ�2: �5�

After neural network nonlinear compensation, the QPSK sig-
nal is restored, and then the high-order QAM OFDM signal in
the time domain is restored through hard-decision, low-pass fil-
tering. Finally, the OFDM signal in the time domain is converted
into a QAM signal in the frequency domain, and the bit error
rate (BER) of the signal is calculated.
The proposed NNE-based DSM scheme is essential to achieve

the 1-Gbaud 8192-QAM transmission over 4.6 km wireless
channel: DSM significantly increases tolerance for SNR and
DAC precision. NNE can compensate for complicated nonli-
nearities caused by the channel and the transceivers, recover the
DSM signals, and achieve BER below soft-decision forward-
error correction (SD-FEC).

3. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup for W-band polarization multiplexing
wireless transmission over a distance of 4.6 km, utilizing
photonics-assisted technology, is depicted in Fig. 3. The
Guanghua Building in the Handan campus, situated at an eleva-
tion of 142m, serves as the transmitting-side (Tx-side), while the
receiving-side (Rx-side) is located at the Physics Building in the
Jiangwan campus, with an elevation of 24 m. Figures 3(a)–3(e)
depict photographs of the Guanghua Building, transmission
link, Physics Building, transmitter, and receiver, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the offline DSP for transmitter and receiver.
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup of PDM-8192-QAM W-band wireless delivery over 4.6 km. Photos of (a) Guanghua Building in the Handan campus; (b) transmission link;
(c) Physics Building in the Jiangwan campus; (d) transmitter; (e) receiver.
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To convert the signal generated from MATLAB from digital to
analog, an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG, Tektronix
AWG7122C) is employed. The W-band optical MMW signals
are produced at the optical transmitter using two tunable exter-
nal cavity lasers (ECL-1 and ECL-2) with linewidths of less than
100 kHz. Operating at a wavelength of 1550.67 nm, the ECL-2
serves as the optical local oscillator (LO) and exhibits a fre-
quency offset of 88.5 GHz relative to ECL-1. Following the gen-
eration of a 10 Gbaud electrical signal from the AWG, the signal
is amplified using a pair of parallel electrical amplifiers. By uti-
lizing an I/Q modulator with a 3 dB bandwidth of 30 GHz, the
continuous-wave (CW) lightwave emitted by ECL-1 is modu-
lated with a 10 Gbaud electrical signal. The resulting modulated
optical signal is then amplified using a polarization-maintaining
erbium-doped fiber amplifier (PM-EDFA) and combined with
the CW lightwave generated by ECL-2 using a polarization-
maintaining optical coupler (PM-OC), based on optical hetero-
dyne beating. An optical attenuator (ATT) is utilized to adjust
the optical power of the signal before it is transmitted over
100 m of single-mode fiber (SMF). Subsequently, the signal is
divided into two paths by an optical coupler (OC), with one path
containing an optical delay line (DL) that provides a delay of 100
symbols, resulting in the elimination of the correlation between
the two polarization-direction signals.
At W-band, two parallel photodiodes (PDs), each with a 3 dB

bandwidth of 90 GHz, independently convert optical signals
into electrical signals. The 88.5-GHz electrical signals are then
sequentially passed through a W-band low noise amplifier
(LNA) and a power amplifier (PA). The two wireless signals
are combined using a horizontal/vertical (H/V) polarization
multiplexer with a polarization isolation ratio exceeding
23 dB to produce a dual-polarized signal. This signal is then
transmitted into free space using a conical antenna (CA) with
a gain of 23 dBi. For long-range wireless transmission, two poly-
tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) lenses (Lens-1 and Lens-2) are uti-
lized to collimate the radiation. After traversing a distance of
4.6 km, the dual-polarized wireless MMW signal is received
by another PTFE lens (Lens-2) and the CA at the receiving
end. The signal is then input into an H/V polarization demulti-
plexer and separated into two orthogonal polarization directions

(H and V polarizations). These signals are first amplified by two
parallel LNAs with a gain of 35 dB before being downconverted
into intermediate frequency (IF) signals using a pair of mixers in
the analog domain. Both mixers are driven by a 75 GHz radio-
frequency local oscillator (RF LO) source, resulting in IF signals
with carrier frequencies of approximately 13.5 GHz. Figure 5(a)
displays the electrical spectrum of the received 13.5 GHz IF sig-
nal. The IF signals are further amplified by two identical elec-
tronic amplifiers (EAs) with a gain of 26 dB before being
digitized and recorded by a real-time digital oscilloscope
(OSC) via port-1 and port-3. The OSC used in this experiment
(Tektronix, DSO73304D) has a sampling rate of 100 GSa/s and
an electrical bandwidth of 33 GHz.

4. Results and Discussion

At the receiving end, the intermediate frequency signal is down-
converted to obtain the baseband DSM signal. Then, the signal is
subjected to Schmidt orthogonalization, resampling, CMA, and
subsequent NNE to obtain the electrical spectrum of the signal,
as shown in Fig. 5(b). The measured BER of DSM signal versus
power into the PD at 88.5 GHz MMW frequencies in a 4.6 km
wireless transmission is presented in Fig. 6, along with the
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corresponding optimal constellations. Figure 6 shows that the
system link has the optimal power into the PD, where an exces-
sive amount leads to signal saturation and an insufficient
amount leads to a low SNR. Long wireless transmission

distances lead to a decrease in the SNR and an increase in non-
linearity due to wireless channel and optoelectronic device
issues. Consequently, the BER of the inserted constellation (i)
in Fig. 6 is not satisfactory when using solely DSM. Based on
the implementation of DSM technology, NNE technology was
further added to effectively improve the system’s nonlinearity
and obtain constellation (ii) in Fig. 6 with an ultralow BER.
All subsequent experimental results integrated both DSM and
NNE technologies. We perform hard decision on DSM signals
with ultralow BERs, then perform 10 times downsampling on
the DSM signal to achieve low-pass filtering of the DSM signal,
and subsequently obtain the corresponding high-order QAM
OFDM signal. Figure 7 shows the curves of BER versus power
into the PD of 1 Gbaud high-order QAM signal. From the
inserted constellation, we can see that as the order of the con-
stellation increases, the constellation gradually blurs. However,
the BER at 0.038 of 1 Gbaud 8192-QAM OFDM signal is
still below the SD-FEC threshold of 0.04. The rate of PDM-
8192-QAM OFDM signal is 23.4 Gbit/s [(2 × 980 × 13/
((1024 + 64) × 10)) × 10 Gbaud].
In this Letter, many parameters are involved, including

those related to devices and algorithms, as shown in the
Tables 1–3 below.

Fig. 6. Curves of BER versus power into the PD at the case of 10 Gbaud PDM-
QPSK signal. (i) constellation with only DSM; (ii) constellation with DSM and
NNE.

Fig. 7. Curves of BER versus power into the PD at the case of 1 Gbaud PDM-
OFDM signal. (a) Constellation of 1024-QAM (i) and constellation of 2048-
QAM (ii); (b) constellation of 4096-QAM (i) and constellation of 8192-QAM (ii).

Table 1. Parameters in the NNE.

Parameter Value

Input size 62

Neural cells in hidden layer 1 40

Neural cells in hidden layer 2 20

Output size 2

Epoch 20

Optimizer Adam

Batch size 64

Table 2. DSM Parameters.

Parameter Value

OSR 10

Number of quantization bits 1

Synthesizing method Chebyshev NTF

Order 6

Max NTF gain 1.55

NTF center frequency 0
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5. Conclusion

This Letter presents an experimental demonstration of the wire-
less transmission of a PDM-8192-QAM signal over a distance of
4.6 km at 88.5 GHz in a W-band communication system. In
order to further improve the performance of the system, NNE
technology has been adopted. Compared to the scheme that uses
only DSM, with the help of NNE technology, it can bring a sen-
sitivity improvement of 1.2 dB when the FEC threshold is
1 × 10−3. The successful transmission was achieved by applying
DSM and NNE technologies, which utilized a 1-bit quantized
DSM and nonlinear compensation of NNE to enable the
long-distance transmission of high-order QAM signals in the
W-band. This technology can be applied in future mobile fron-
thaul networks, which not only improves spectral efficiency, but
also compensates for nonlinearity and reduces error rate.
Otherwise, it can be used in cognitive radio systems to enhance
spectrum sensing and dynamic spectrum access. It is worth not-
ing that the DSP process in this paper is fully offline. When it
comes to real-time implementation, the complexity and time
delay must be taken into consideration. The complex digital fil-
ters in DSM and the multilayer structure of NNE both contrib-
ute a great deal of complexity and time delay. In the future work,
we will focus on the complexity reduction of the proposed algo-
rithms using techniques including pruning[22] and quantiza-
tion[23], such as using sparse matrix multiplication or low-
bitwidth arithmetic units, or implementing quantization-aware
training methods.
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